Fully Endoscopic Minimally Invasive Tumor Resection for Cystic Cerebellar Hemangioblastoma.
von Hippel-Lindau disease-related hemangioblastoma is likely to occur in the cerebellum and accompany a cyst. As multiple hemangioblastomas commonly occur in von Hippel-Lindau disease, and multiple surgeries may thus be necessary, a minimally invasive surgical strategy is of great importance. We present 2 patients with von Hippel-Lindau disease-related hemangioblastomas successfully treated by a fully endoscopic transcranial approach via a short skin incision and a 2 cm × 2 cm small bony window. Before surgery, a three-dimensional virtual reality model was created to determine the ideal trajectory. Patient 1 had 2 serial large cystic tumors that equally contributed to obstructive hydrocephalus and were resected sequentially via a single endoscopic trajectory. Patient 2 had a progressive large cystic tumor that was resected endoscopically. Complete resection of the tumors was achieved without any complications in either patient. Small nodular tumors accompanying a large cyst are plausible candidates for endoscopic transcranial surgery. The spatial relationship of nodules, cyst, and cerebellar parenchyma is important to determine the applicability of the present technique. Preoperative three-dimensional virtual reality simulation helps assess the feasibility of this approach.